2005 toyota sienna fuse diagram

You can save this vehicle to My Garage by simply signing in or creating a new account. Find
your Toyota or Scion model so that we can personalize your experience. Dealerships for Puerto
Rico can be viewed on an external site. Select your vehicle to uncover all you need to know
about your Toyota, from warranties on replacement parts to manuals for unique vehicle needs.
No Owner's Manuals were found for your. No Accessories, Audio or Navigation manuals were
found for your. No warranty information was found for your. But it doesn't stop there. Emissions
Coverage 1 Coverages vary under Federal and California regulations. For Toyota hybrid
vehicles beginning with model year , the hybrid HV battery is covered for 10 years from original
date of first use or , miles, whichever comes first. Coverage is subject to the terms and
conditions of your New Vehicle Limited Warranty. See Owner's Warranty and Maintenance
Guide for details. We are proud to announce a significant enhancement to our Hybrid Battery
Warranty. Starting with the model year, every Toyota hybrid battery warranty is being increased
from 8 years or , miles, to 10 years from date of first use, or , miles whichever comes first. This
enhancement serves as an indication of our confidence in the quality, dependability, and
reliability of our products. The HV battery may have longer coverage under emissions warranty.
Toyota Genuine Parts are built to the highest standards of quality, durability and performance.
Most have month coverage, and there aren't many, if any, companies that offer a longer
guarantee. For accessories purchased after the new vehicle purchase, the coverage is 12
months, regardless of mileage, from the date the accessory was installed on the vehicle, or the
remainder of any applicable new vehicle warranty, whichever provides greater coverage, with
the exception of car covers. Car covers are warranted for 12 months from the date of purchase
and do not assume any coverage under the Toyota New Vehicle Limited Warranty. Every Toyota
Certified Used Vehicle is put through a point quality insurance inspection, with each Used
Hybrid tested to a point standard. Every new Toyota comes with ToyotaCare 2 , a no cost
maintenance plan with hour roadside assistance. Learn more about features and functionalities
for your vehicle. From audio to optional exterior components, we've got you covered. We've got
the perfect parts and accessories made to fit the exact specifications of your Toyota. Keep your
Toyota a Toyota. Find service centers and dealer offers near you. Toyota Owner manuals and
warranty information are the keys to quality maintenance for your vehicle. No need to hunt
down a separate Toyota repair manual or Toyota service manual. From warranties on Toyota
replacement parts to details on features, Toyota Owners manuals help you find everything you
need to know about your vehicle, all in one place. Detailed Toyota manuals and Toyota warranty
information help with questions about your vehicle specifications and maintenance schedules.
Plus, learn more about what your Toyota warranty coverage includes. What's more, Toyota
warranty information helps you identify your unique vehicle needs as well as plan future service
visits. Or, get the Toyota Manual for your Toyota ride free of charge using our Toyota Owners
manual free download option. Toyota Owners. Sign in Join now. Select A Vehicle. Sign in Join
now Select A Vehicle. You're almost there. Select Your Vehicle. View PDF. Show Less. More To
Explore. ToyotaCare Every new Toyota comes with ToyotaCare 2 , a no cost maintenance plan
with hour roadside assistance. How-To Videos Learn more about features and functionalities for
your vehicle. Learn More. Toyota Genuine Parts We've got the perfect parts and accessories
made to fit the exact specifications of your Toyota. Service Centers Keep your Toyota a Toyota.
Keys to Quality Maintenance. Read More. Additional Resources. Countless reasons to join.
Create an account and get the most out of your Toyota today. Ad vertisements. In this article,
we consider the second-generation Toyota Sienna XL20 , produced from to Here you will find
fuse box diagrams of Toyota Sienna , , , , , and , get information about the location of the fuse
panels inside the car, and learn about the assignment of each fuse fuse layout and relay. The
fuse box is located under the instrument panel on the left side , behind the lid. Open the glove
box, slide off the damper, push in each side of the glove box to disconnect the claws. It is
located in the engine compartment left-side. How to check the fuses? How to replace a blown
fuse? Why do car fuses blow? Types of automotive fuses. Table of Contents. Passenger
Compartment Overview. Engine Compartment Fuse Box. Learn more: How to check the fuses?
We use cookies to ensure that we give you the best experience on our website. If you continue
to use this site we will assume that you are happy with it. Ok Privacy policy. Shift lock control
system, air conditioning system, power rear view mirror control. Air conditioning system, seat
heaters, audio system, navigation system, power sliding door, power back door, trip information
display, rear window defogger, emergency flashers, instrument panel lights, steering switch
lights. Power sliding door, air conditioning system, power windows, multiplex communication
system, meter and gauge, wireless remote control system. Anti-lock brake system, traction
control system, vehicle stability control system. Table of Contents. Indicator symbols on the
instrument panel. Automobile Toyota Sienna Owner's Manual pages. Instrument cluster
overview. Side defroster outlets 2. Side vents 3. Instrument cluster 4. Center vents 5. Multi-

information display or garage door opener box 6. Front personal lights 7. Power sliding door
switches 8. Power back door switch 9. Headlight, turn signal and front fog light switches 2.
Wiper and washer switches 3. Rear window and outside rear view mirror defogger and
windshield wiper de- icer switch 4. Emergency flasher switch 5. Dynamic laser cruise control
distance switch Tilt and telescopic steering lock release lever Tire pressure warning system
reset switch Service reminder indicators and 5. Fuel gauge 8. Dynamic laser cruise control
master 2. Speedometer warning light 9. Odometer and two trip meters 3. Engine immobilizer
system. Page Keys If you should lose your keys or if you with a built- in transponder chip. Sub
key gray â€”This key will not work To protect items locked in the glove box number. Since the
front doors and sliding doors can be locked without a key, you should always carry a spare
master key in case you accidentally lock your keys inside the vehicle. Page 12 If you should
lose your keys or if you need additional keys, duplicates can be made by a Toyota dealer using
the key number. We recommend writing down the key num- ber and storing it in a safe place.
Page Engine Immobilizer System The indicator light will go off. For your Toyota dealer to make
you a new key with built- in transponder chip, your dealer will need your key number and master
key. However, there is a limit to the number of additional keys your Toyota dealer can make for
you. Industry Canada. Page 15 Observe the fol- If you lose your wireless remote control lowing
instructions in order not to cause transmitter, contact your Toyota dealer as Type C damage to
the wireless remote control soon as possible to avoid the possibility transmitter. Page 16 The
buzzer can be disabled. For details, contact your Toyota dealer. Pushing the switch twice within
3 seconds unlocks all the side doors and back door simulta- neously. Page 17 For details,
contact your changed to a single switch operation. For Toyota dealer. Page 18 Opening
operation can be performed by The sliding door operation by the wireless the switches under
the following conditions remote control can be changed or dis- only: abled. For details, contact
your Toyota " dealer. The sliding door is unlocked. Page 19 The back door operation by the
wireless switch on the wireless remote control remote control can be changed or distransmitter for about one second. The abled. For details, contact your Toyota power back door
opens and closes dealer. This alarm function can be disabled. Special care should be taken to
pre- vent small children from swallowing the removed transmitter battery or components. Using
a coin or equivalent, open the 2. Remove the discharged transmitter bat- 3. Put in a new
transmitter battery with transmitter case. Close the transmitter case securely. Page Front Doors
This double key turning operation to un- lock all the side doors and back door can be changed
to a single key turning opera- tion. OMU Page 23 Do not pull the inside handle of the front doors
while driving. The doors will open and an accident may occur. Toyota strongly recommends
that all children be placed in the rear seat of the vehicle. Closing the door with the lock knob in
the lock position will also lock the door. Page 30 You can cause a beep to sound when the sole:
power sliding door is opened or closed. Page 31 The length of time required to push the
manually by the outside or inside handle. Make sure the sliding door stops To close the fullyopened sliding door, pull at the fully- opened position, and then al- the inside or outside handle
and then low the passengers to get in and out of Page 33 Contact your Toyota dealer. When
anyone closes the power slid Do not pull the outside handle or inside handle while the door
open as the door could suddenly close by itself causing injury. This not only keeps the luggage
unattended in your vehicle. They from being thrown out but also pre- could operate the power
back door, vents exhaust gases from entering Page 38 To open the door, push and hold the The
beep sound can be changed. To close the door, push this switch once again. Page 39 For
details, contact your tion. Toyota dealer. The time of pushing the switches for oper- ating the
back door can be changed. OMU Page 40 Before you close the power back dure, there may be a
problem in the sys- door, always make sure there is no- tem. Contact your Toyota dealer. Type
Aâ€”Push the switch completely down and then release it. The window will fully Normal
operation: The window moves as open. To stop the window partway, lightly long as you hold
the switch. Page 44 Make sure that the window opens and closes automatically. If the power
window cannot operated properly, have checked by your Toyota dealer. They stop working
when either front door is opened. When the system is set, the Activating the system indicator
light will start flashing again. The system will sound the alarm under 4. Page Fuel Tank Cap If
the system does not work properly, trol transmitter, and the alarm will stop. Otherwise, the fuel
filler door may be damaged. To open the fuel filler door, pull the 2. To remove the fuel tank cap,
turn lever up. Page Electric Moon Roof Make sure the cap is tightened securely. The indicator
lamp goes off after driving several times. If the indicator lamp does not go off, contact your
Toyota dealer as soon as possible. The removed cap can be stored on " To Key off operation: If
both front doors are switch on the overhead console. Page 54 If the moon roof can- when you
leave your vehicle. Front seats. Although vehicle designs vary, upright, sit well back in the seat
and prop- CAUTION many drivers can achieve the erly wear the seat belts provided. Then slide

the seat to the desired the moving parts. The seat belts pro- direction. Then slide the seat to the
desired Avoid reclining seatback position with slight body pressure and more than needed.
Releasing the switch will stop the seat at that position. The seat belts pro- vide maximum
protection in a frontal or rear collision when the driver and the front passenger are sitting up
straight and well back in the seats. If you are reclined, the lap belt may slide past your hips and
apply re- straint forces directly to the abdomen Lower the head restraint to the low- second
seat. Fold down the seatback while pulling 4. Take the holding strap out of the armrests up.
Pass the strap through the strap and swing up the seat. Failure to do so may cause an un- "
Fold down the seatback while pulling 3. Pull the seat lock release lever red the seatback angle
adjusting strap. Lower the head restraint to the low- est position. Then, hold the seat and fix the
seats securely by adjusting slowly move it. Otherwise, people the length of the holding strap.
Lower the head restraint to the low- the second seat. Pull and hold the front leg release
armrests up. Then strap and swing up the seat. You can distinguish the original seat position by
the position of the front seat leg pin and the shape of the seat striker bezel in the floor. Put the
front legs of the seat short rear leg lock by pushing the red pin inside When installing the seat,
make sure of the rear strikers as shown in the il Pull the rear leg release lever red the seatback
angle adjusting strap. Then, hold the seat and following to prevent personal injury: slowly move
it. Otherwise, people " Do not fold or remove the seat may be injured or luggage may be while
the vehicle is moving. Align the front leg hooks with the 2. Make sure the front leg is locked You
can easily align the front leg hooks rear strikers in the floor. Then swing securely, fold down the
seat and en- with the rear strikers by using the floor up the seat. Then reinstall the seat followto align the front leg hooks with the ing the correct procedure. To use the center second seat in
the for- ward position, install according to the fol- lowing procedure. Push the foot pedal
forward to se- curely latch the front leg locks. Make sure the front leg is locked securely, fold
down the seat and engage the rear leg lock. Then lean back to the desired angle and release the
strap. Lower the head restraint to the low- printed on its surface , then fold est position. Pull and
hold the seat lock release 4. Then push the seat down. If the seat does not lift up when the seat
lock release Push the seat forward and then engage the front leg locks. To raise: Pull it up. To
lower: Push it down while pressing the lock release button. Third seatsâ€”When an occupant
sits on the seat, always pull up the head restraint to the lock position. Page 97 It also may lock if
you lean forward too quickly. A Toyota dealer. Do not use the seat slow, easy motion will allow
the belt to until the seat belt is fixed, because it cannot protect an adult occupant extend, and
you can move around freely. Keep the lap belt positioned as low on hips as possible. The belt
should be kept away from your neck, but not falling off your shoulder. Failure to do so could
reduce the amount of protection in an accident and cause serious injuries in a collision. Failure
to properly match the buckle and tab may cause serious injury in case of an accident or a
collision. Do not use the center seat belt of the third seats with either buckle re Seat belt
buckles must be stowed before you fold the seat back. Page Toyota dealer free of that it lies flat.
Please contact your local Toyota dealer so that the dealer can order the proper re- quired length
for the extender. Bring the heaviest coat you expect to wear for prop- er measurement and
selection of length. Page When releasing the seat belt, press on normally, immediately contact
your the buckle release button on the extender, Toyota dealer. Do not use the seat not on the
seat belt. This helps prevent until the seat belt is fixed, because Page Con- 5. OMU Page It goes
off after about 6 seconds. Contact your This means the seat belt pretensioners z Modification of
the front end struc- Toyota dealer as soon as possible. Always wear your seat belt properly.
Page The SRS front airbags will deploy if the The driver and front passenger can child restraint
system. Toyota severity of the impact is above the de- be killed or seriously injured by the
strongly recommends that all in- signed threshold level, comparable to an Page These Toyota
strongly recommends that: are usually in the nature of minor burns The front airbag sensors
constantly moni- " Page " " " Do not sit on the edge of the seat Toyota strongly recommends
that all Do not put anything or any part of or lean against the dashboard when infants and
children be placed in your body on or in front of the Page Do not perform any of the following or
open any components such as changes without consulting your the steering wheel pad,
steering Toyota dealer. Such changes can in- wheel, column cover, dashboard terfere with
proper operation of the near the front passenger airbag, In the following cases, contact your
Toyota If any of the following conditions occurs, dealer as soon as possible: this indicates a
malfunction of the airbags " Page Do not disconnect the battery cables However, the side airbag
on the passen- before contacting your Toyota dealer. Page Toyota shown in the illustration.
Airbag sensor assembly The SRS side airbag and curtain shield Collision from the rear airbag
system is controlled by the airbag sensor assembly. The airbag sensor as- sembly consists of a
safing sensor and airbag sensor. While the system is designed to reduce serious inju- ries, it
may also cause minor burns or abrasions and swelling. Page Failure to follow these

instructions can result in death or serious injury. Such accessories may Page It goes off after
about 6 seconds. After about 4 sec- onds, they will go off. After that, the front passenger
occupant classification system operates and judges which indi- cator light be illuminated. Run
the lap and shoulder belt through " " Do not install a child restraint sys- When installing a child
restraint or around the infant seat following the tem on the second or third seat if system the
third seat center instructions provided by its manufactur Page 2. Fully extend the shoulder belt
to put it 3. While pressing the infant seat firmly Contact your Toyota dealer immedi- in the lock
mode. When the belt is against the seat cushion and seatback, ately. The belt will ward- facing
or rear- facing position de- Push and pull the child restraint sys- move freely again and be ready
to pending on the age and size of the Page Remove the child restraint system and child restraint
system manufacturer. Insert the seat belt tab into the seat belt buckle. Fully extend the shoulder
belt to put it in the lock mode. A forward- facing child re- straint system should only installed on
front passenger seat when unavoidable. If you must install the child restraint system on the
front passenger seat, put the seat in its most rearward position, Page 1. Run the lap and
shoulder belt through 2. Fully extend the shoulder belt to put it Contact your Toyota dealer
immedi- or around the convertible seat following in the lock mode. When the belt is ately. While
pressing convertible seat 4. To remove the convertible seat, press CAUTION firmly against the
seat cushion and the buckle release button and allow the seatback, let the shoulder belt retract
belt to retract completely. The belt will Push and pull the child restraint sys- as far as it will go to
hold the convert- move freely again and be ready to Otherwise, the child may be killed or
seriously injured in case of sud- den braking or a collision. Page If the seat belt does not
function normally, cannot protect your child from death or serious injury. Contact your Toyota
dealer immedi- ately. To remove the child restraint system, Anchor bracket is installed for each
sec- ond seating position. Fix the child restraint system with 3. Replace the head restraint.
Follow the procedure below for a child the seat belt. Latch hook onto the anchor Fix the child
restraint system with the third seats to attach the top strap. Remove the head restraint. Anchor
bracket is installed for right side Latch hook onto Fold down the seatback. The rear seat legs
will disengage. Pushing downward on the back of the seat, make sure the rear seat legs are relocked into place. Confirm the position of the lower anchorages near the but- " When using the
lower anchorages ton in the seat cushion. Fold down the seatback and pull back to the 1st lock
position the most upright position until it locks into place. Adjust the seatback to the 11th lock
position. Widen the gap between the seat CAUTION cushion and seatback slightly and confirm
the position of the lower an- " When using the lower anchorages chorages. Type Aâ€”Latch the
hooks of lower sure that there are no irregular ob- straps onto Outside rear view mirrors. Doing
so may cause the driver to mishan- dle the vehicle and an accident may occur resulting in death
or serious injuries. Doing so may cause the driver to mishandle the ve- hicle and an accident
may occur re- sulting in death or serious injuries. All the lights are cut off when all the side
doors and back door are locked by key or wireless remote control transmitter. Headlight beam
level control. Page Headlights And Turn Signals The time before the headlights turn off come on
when: can be changed. For details, contact your " The ignition is on with the engine run- Toyota
dealer. Page 2 or position 3 with the head- comes into operation too early or too late, NOTICE
lights on, or turn the ignition switch off. To adjust the brightness of the instru- To turn on the
front fog lights, twist ment panel lights, turn the knob. Page Rear Personal Lights To turn on the
rear personal lights, op- this system. For details, contact your erate the personal light main
switch. For details, contact your To squirt washer fluid, pull the lever Toyota dealer. Page Rear
Window Wiper And Washer If a nozzle becomes blocked, z Do not operate the rear wiper if the
contact your Toyota dealer to have the rear window is dry. It may scratch vehicle serviced. The
system will automatically shut off af- ter the defoggers have operated about 15 minutes. Engine
coolant temperature gauge. Page Fuel Gauge The indicator lamp goes off after driving several
times. This may cause It is not a malfunction even if the needle severe engine damage. Trip
meter reset knobâ€”Resets the two trip meters to zero, and also change the meter display. To
change the meter display, quickly push and release the knob. The meter display changes in the
order from the odometer to trip meter A to trip meter B, then back to the odometer each time
you push. Do this. If parking brake is off, stop immediately and contact Toyota dealer. Page If
the indicator or buzzer comes on Take vehicle to Toyota dealer. If brake system warning light is
also on, stop immediately and contact Toyota dealer. Close all doors. Take vehicle to Toyota
dealer immediately. Check the condition according to the warning code. If the system
malfunctions, contact Dynamic laser cruise control Toyota dealer. OMU Page Toyota dealer in
the following case: In this case, not only the anti- lock light may not flash even when the seat "
The light does not come on even if the brake system will fail but also the belt is not buckled up.
Page " vehicle at low speeds. Have your vehicle Empty fuel tank checked by your Toyota dealer
as soon as If the fuel tank is empty, refuel immedi- possible. OMU Page Con- warning light

onâ€”even for one block. On inclines or curves, due to the move- possible to service the
vehicle. If the anti- j SRS Warning Light tact your Toyota dealer as soon as lock brake system
and the brake assist possible to service the vehicle. This light will come on when the ignisystem works properly, the light turns off " If you continue driving without dealer: ing system
checked at your Toyota dealer. Page If any service reminder indicator or warn- ing buzzer does
not function as described above, have it checked by your Toyota dealer as soon as possible.
Automatic transmission. To free it, first be sure the key is pushed all This is the normal driving
position. The trans- mission will downshift to second gear 1. Bring the vehicle to a complete
stop. Always use the brake pedal or the 2. If the indicator light does not maintained, even
though the traction come on when the ignition is turned on, control system is in operation. Do
not contact your Toyota dealer. If the indicator light does not contact your Toyota dealer. Page
20 psi , con- the tire pressure warning system is func- The low tire pressure warning system sult
your Toyota dealer. If the tire is tioning properly. Reset the system flat or the tire pressure is
below In the following cases, the " Park the vehicle at a safe place and apply the parking brake.
Stop the en- gine. Adjust the pressure of all the installed tires to the specified level. Page
Parking Brake To set: Fully depress the parking brake ing system checked at your Toyota
dealer. For better holding power, first de- When the warning light blinks twice every If the speed
is not satisfac- your vehicle checked by your Toyota deal- the cruise control on, engine braking
will tory, tap the lever up for a faster speed, er at the earliest opportunity. If this is the case,
contact your Toyota dealer and have your vehicle inspected. Cruise control switch The dynamic
laser cruise control func- tion has two cruise control modes. Distance switch " Vehicle- tovehicle distance control 3. Display mode for maintaining an appropriate 4. Deceleration cruising
function: If a ahead. The distance may not be accu- slower moving vehicle detected To avoid
accidents, always keep the rately or absolutely detected in the fol When you use the dynamic
laser cruise control again, you need to reset the data. Page Although there is no problem to
con- the lane, your cruising speed will in- c. The displayed speed will when you push lever up in
the decrease in increments of 5 mph for the When cleaning, use a your Toyota dealer. If there is
trouble somewhere in the dy- soft cloth and be careful not to namic laser cruise control while
the ve- damage the sensor. Page Always confirm the setting in the driving, please contact your
Toyota dealer. Page When the difference between the actual your Toyota dealer. Using your
audio system. Page Vehicles with rear seat entertainment sys- If the malfunction still exists,
take your the right and left speakers. The display temâ€” vehicle to your Toyota dealer. The This
button is used to eject a cassette. TRE: Adjusts high- pitched tones. The dis- vehicle to your
Toyota dealer. This either listen to the tracks on one compact recorded with Dolbyr B Noise
Reduction, player can store up to six discs. This button is This button is operational only in
RDS display, and the message display will be operational only in FM mode. Details of the
specific switches, controls, and features are described below. The vol- This switch has the
following featuresâ€” playing that side. Page With some wireless headphone generally cause an
accident. Toyota recom- mends the use of Toyota genuine wireless Conversational speech
some headphone. DVDs is recorded at a low volume Volume control knobs 2. To fast forward or
reverse: Use this button to select a disc you want When a beginning of a tape is reached, Page
3. Put in a new battery with the positive equivalent type of battery recom- 1. Put in the case
securely. The recommended headphone impedance is from 16 to 32 Please contact your Toyota
dealer for fur- ther details. Loud sounds may have a significant impact on the human body. Rear
seat entertainment system display 2. DVD player 3. Headphone input jacks 4. Headphone
volume control dials 5. Front audio system 6. Page Toyota recom- represent the maximum
volume lev- mends the use of Toyota genuine wireless The rear seat entertainment system can
el that the DVD will play, you may headphone. To close, push up the display until you button.
Remove the cover of the controller 2. Remove the insulating sheet. This button inputs the
selected switch or the selected menu for the disc. The screen indicates which mode can be
selected. When the same mode is selected on the front and rear audio systems simultaneously, the system can be operated on the front audio system. Radio The mode display which
is selected by the joy stick is colored blue. To operate the front audio system, use Radio the
following switches. AM mode: 1. Page Replace only with same or equivalent type of battery
recom- 1. Remove the cover of the controller as mended by a Toyota dealer. Eject the disc. Set
the disc again. If the malfunction still exists, take your vehicle to your Toyota dealer. For
appropriate discs for this play- an adaptor to play compact disc singles. You can also select the
DVD mode on the mode selection screen mentioned above. The DVD player starts to pause the
disc. The player starts playing disc for that title number. The selected title number will appear
on the screen. The control screen to fast forward or reverse a disc. The player ton on the
controller. The control screen will play the tracks on the disc in ran- will appear on the screen.
To use the input terminal adapter, open This power outlet is designed for use as the cover. Page

The maximum volume depends on the type of headphones. Power signals are blocked by
buildings, trees, or lines or telephone wires can interfere with other large objects. The tape used
in For the best performance for your cas- Compact disc players and DVD play- these cassettes
is thin and could get sette player and tapes The following products may not be playable on your
DVD player. The use of such discs may damage the player or changer, or it may be impossible
to eject the disc. Hold free cloth that has been dampened with them on the edge and do not
bend water. Air flow selector settings. Air intake selector 3. Air flow selector 4. Temperature
selector 5. This is to Turn the knob to adjust the fan speedâ€”to clean up the front view more
quickly. To turn the air conditioning off, press the button again. Air intake selector Press the
button to select the air source. This vents the hot air, allowing the air conditioning to cool the
interior more quickly. An indi- the temperature setting. Pressing this button once again returns
the air flow mode to the last one used. Fan speedâ€”To the desired fan speed conditions, it is
recommended that the Temperatureâ€”To the desired Temperatureâ€”Towards low temperature
air intake selector be temporarily set to Fan speed selector rear 2. Air flow selectors 3.
Temperature selector 4. Turn the knob to adjust the fan speedâ€”to the right to increase, to the
left to de- crease. Temperature selector rear 4. Fan speed selectors 5. An side. The filter may
need to be replaced if the air flow of the air condi- tioning and heater experiences extreme
reductions in operating efficiency, or if the windows begin to fog up easily. Remove the filter
case from the filter 4. Remove filter from the filter outlet as shown in the illustration. Inspect the
filter on the surface. If it is dirty, it should be replaced. Page Toyota park assist system. Garage
door opener buttons 3. Garage door opener indicator 5. Outside temperature and cruise
information display 6. Customary System and When the ignition switch is turned to metric units.
Decide which of 3 HomeLink buttons If the garage door does not operate, iden- 2. Push and hold
tify if your garage transmitter is of the ing mounted garage door opener motor. Page To erase all
previously programmed codes tons you want to program. Operation is subject to the folUniversal Transceiver, you may be lowing two conditions: 1 This device operating a garage
door or other may not cause harmful interference, and The display will indicate the During the
off mode, the compass display extremely high fuel consumption. The angle of deviation varies
according to the geographic position of the vehicle. Be sure to adjust the display only when the
vehicle is stopped. And then always perform circling calibration When doing the circling
calibration, after the battery has been removed, re- be sure to secure a wide space, placed or
disconnected. If the indicator remains blinking but you do not hear the buzzer sound, clean the
sensors with soft cloth. Rear corner sensors To turn on: Push the switch. Approximately Rear
sensors Intermittent â€” Page A: Approximately mm C: Approximately mm Page When attaching
a two- way radio anten- Objects just under the bumper The Toyota park assist system is designed to inform you of the approxi- When rain or water splashes on the Objects very close to
your vehicle mate distance between your vehicle and sensor. Perceptible area is limited as
shown in Rear sensors the previous illustration. When the bumper is damaged. Do not use the
system when the back door is not completely closed. When the indicator is continuously on.
The camera does not detect the camera, or when humidity is high objects which are close to
either for example, when it rains corner of the bumper or under the When foreign When the
garage door opener transmitter ing inside of box into the box. Make sure Place one spacer on
the pin that would be is properly installed, you can operate the the transmitter button is located
above below transmitter button when the cover is Type Câ€”The plate in the center of the To
reduce the chance of injury in auxiliary box can be adjusted or removed case of an accident or a
sudden as shown in the illustration. Do not leave anything flammable or deformable such as a
lighter, glasses, etc. CAUTION To reduce the chance of injury in case of an accident or a sudden
stop while driving, keep the coin holder closed when it is not in use. To use them, ob- serve the
following illustrations. Inappropriately sized shaped objects may be thrown about in the
compartment and possibly in- jure people in the vehicle during a sudden braking or an accident.
When the console box is installed in the second seat position, the right side sec- ond seat must
be in the outside position. Install the front hook in the front striker of the console box undertray. Rotate down straight and push down to engage the rear lock. Install the front hook in the
rear striker of the double striker set. The striker is used as both the console box lock striker and
the right second seat lock striker when the right second seat is in the inside position. Failure to
do so may cause an unexpected accident or severe injury in the event of emergency braking or
a collision. To use the holder, raise the console box upper lid. The table may fall down and
cause personal injury. To reduce the chance of injury in case of an accident or a sudden stop,
always keep the auxiliary box closed while driving. Type Aâ€”To use the hook, pull it down.
Type Dâ€”To use the hook, pull it up. The cargo net can be used in a variety of ways as shown
in the illustrations. The cargo net itself is not included as an original equipment. If loading long
or wide cargo, never exceed the vehicle overall length or width. Page Break- In Period To help

prevent gas station mix- ups, your to the future economy and long life of of premium unleaded
gasoline with an Toyota has a smaller fuel tank opening. Page If you use gasohol in your els. In
the U. The WWFC improves air quali- rating no lower than In a very few cases, you may
experience Page Three- Way Catalytic Converters Do not drive with an extremely low vehicle in
for a check- up as soon fuel level; running out of fuel could as possible. Remember, your
Toyota cause the engine to misfire, creat- dealer knows your vehicle and its An lubricating and
cooling the inside of the " Toyota recommends that the oil A new engine consumes more oil,
since level be checked every time you refuel its pistons, piston rings and cylinder walls the
vehicle. If either sub- system should function is in action, you may feel the " They do not
indicate a malfunc- overestimate anti- lock " tion of the system: Driving with tire chains
installed. If the anti- possible to service the vehicle. If the anti- gency stop and provides more
powerful tact your Toyota dealer as soon as lock brake system and the brake assist braking for
a driver who cannot hold possible to service the vehicle. It is used in registering dealer as soon
as possible. Expensive ro- the ownership of your vehicle. Run- flat tire RFT or standard
Maximum cold tire inflation tireâ€”This vehicle pressureâ€”This means the pres- equipped with
either run- flat tires sure to which a tire may be in- RFT or standard tires. This tire is designed
for temporary emergency use only. Section width 1. Bead size. Tire height 2. Sidewall 1. Wheel
diameter 3. Tread 2. Follow the Even if the number of occupants Do not apply the load more
than load limits shown below. That weight may As shown in the above example, if the not safely
exceed the available number of occupants increases, the cargo and luggage load capacity Even
if the total load of occu- Left side 25 kg 55 lb. Summer tires loose snow. Also, all season tires
fall Summer tires are high- speed capabil- short in acceleration and handling ity tires best suited
to highway driving How to start the engine. Check the area around the vehicle be- 1. Apply the
parking brake firmly. Before starting the engine, be sure to fol- fore entering it. Page Tips For
Driving In Various Conditions If they still do not work safely, pull to the side of the road and call
a Toyota dealer for assistance. It is not designed for off- road longer stopping distance, tions.
Otherwise, an accident may oc- use. Page Dinghy Towing kg lb. Ask your local Toyota dealer for
further details be- If towing a trailer and cargo weigh- fore towing. If you wish to install a trailer
hitch, you draulic system as it would lower its should consult with your Toyota dealer. Page " "
Toyota recommends that you do not Check that your rear view mirrors con- when backing
without a trailer. Also, tow a trailer with a new vehicle or a It will help make your vehicle last
longer, too. Here are some specific tips 1. Avoid hitting the curb and it is better to turn off the
engine and slow down on rough roads. If your engine stalls while driving. If none of If the
engine turns over at its normal If the engine does not start after 15 se- your keys work, there
may be a malfunc- speed but will not startâ€” If the booster battery is installed in battery will
explode if a flame or sult from battery explosion, acid burns, another vehicle, make sure the
vehicles spark is brought near. Make the cable connections in the or- c. Connect the clamp of
the negative der a, b, c, d. Have your vehicle 7. Carefully dispose of the battery cover again. Pull
safely off the road, stop the ve- hicle and If you are not sure, consult your Toyota dealer. Do not
use the repaired tire. OMU Page As the run- flat tire allows you to must be replaced or repaired,
a curb stone and be careful continue driving if any tire goes consult your Toyota dealer or of
holes in the road because flat, the tire performance is not authorized tire dealer. It has tread with
the standard tire as soon life of up to km miles de- as possible. Get the required tools and To
remove the tools, turn the knob To remove the jack, turn the jack joint spare tire. The tire carrier
and the spare tire may interfere with the jack and cause a serious accident. Remove the lid.
Then secure the tire by re- peating the above removal steps in reverse order to prevent it from
flying forward during a collision or sudden braking. The nuts may loose the following to reduce
the possi- and the wheels may fall off, bility of personal injury: which could cause a serious ac" Raising turn off the power sliding door the vehicle with jack improper- system and the power
back ly positioned will damage the door system, and close the vehicle or may allow the ve After
making sure that no one 7. Remove the wheel nuts and is in the vehicle, raise it high change
tires. Doing so may lead to overtightening the nuts and damaging the bolts. The nuts may loose
and the wheels may fall off, which could cause a seri- ous accident. Adjust the air pressure to
the specifi- Take due care in handling the or- cation designated on page in nament to avoid
unexpected per- Section 8. Page If Your Vehicle Needs To Be Towed If towing is necessary, we
recommend a Towing with wheel lift type truckâ€” a Towing with wheel lift type truckâ€” you to
have it done by your Toyota dealer or a commercial tow truck ser- â€”From front â€”From front
vice. Page If You Lose Your Keys Toyota dealer as soon as Even if you lose only one key,
contact possible to avoid the possibility of theft or your Toyota dealer to make a new key. If an
accident. Then, have the identification you lose all your master keys, you cannot number of
your new transmitter registered. Start the engine. For your safety, keep the brake pedal
depressed. Be sure to have the system checked by your Toyota dealer as soon as possible. Pull

the lever with the back door motor, open the back door. Washing and waxing your Toyota. Page
Now, it is up to be dry. It will do you. Proper care of your Toyota can help " more harm than
good to simply wet the High ambient temperatures can cause ensure long- term corrosion
prevention. Page If any organic sub- the shields if they are recommended for Hand- washing
your Toyota stances splashes an ornament, be sure to your area. Work in the shade and wait
until the Rinse thoroughlyâ€”dried soap driving your Toyota through an au- cause streaking. In
hot weather you Windshield washer nozzles: Make sure tomatic car wash. Page Use of a nylon
brush or synthetic cleaning of your Toyota, your local fiber cloth, etc. Be especially careful to
avoid oil spots. General maintenance. Page Maintenance Requirements Simple instructions for
how to per- or if you prefer, your Toyota dealer will be dating this warranty. Page General
Maintenance Toyota dealer or a quali- Radiator, condenser and hoses fied service shop
immediately. It is recom- Check that the front of the radiator and Page Does Your Vehicle Need
Repairing Be on the alert for changes in perfor- If you notice any of these clues, take your
mance, sounds, and visual tip- offs that vehicle to your Toyota dealer as soon as Check the
pressure with a gauge ev- indicate service is needed. Some impor- possible. In this case, your
vehicle may to prepare the vehicle for re- testing. Fuse locations. Power steering fluid reservoir
2. Windshield and rear window washer fluid tank 3. Engine oil level dipstick 4. Engine coolant
reservoir 5. Engine oil filler cap 6. Brake fluid reservoir 7. Fuse block 8. So be care- or falling
material, fluid spray, etc. Also backfiring Front When jacking, be sure to observe the " When
raising the vehicle, do not following to reduce the possibility of place any objects on top of or
un- personal injury: derneath the jack. Page Parts And Tools " Funnel only for adding coolant
Parts if replacement is necessary : nance. Checking the engine coolant level. Use Toyota
approved the next oil change. Page Checking The Radiator And Condenser If any of the above
parts are extremely dirty or you are not sure of their condi- Use of improper coolants may
damage tion, take your vehicle to a Toyota dealer. To check the fluid level, simply look at the
see- through reservoir. If If cold O. If hot O. Page If a tire frequently needs refilling, valve. In case
of applying too have it checked by your Toyota deal- much air, press the center of the valve and
release the air to adjust. When the tread depth wears to 1. Abnormal wear is tires be replaced at
a time as a set. If the tire is flat or the tire pressure is below kPa 1. Page If consult your Toyota
dealer or z Your ground clearance is re- the run- flat tire goes flat, take authorized tire dealer.
When the tires must be re- placed or repaired, consult your Toyota dealer authorized tire dealer.
Otherwise an accident may occur. When installing chains on your tires, care- A wheel of a
different size or type may fully follow the instructions of the chain adversely affect handling,
wheel and bear- manufacturer. Page Aluminum Wheel Precautions Otherwise, an accident may
occur re- " sulting in death or serious injuries. When balancing your wheels, use only " Toyota
balance weights or equivalent Do not use wheels other than the and a plastic or rubber hammer.
Battery recharging precautions. The battery produces flammable and " Add washer fluid. Page
Replacing Light Bulbs Do not touch the high voltage sock- pooled inside light, contact your et
when the headlight turns on. Aiming is not necessary after replacing the bulb. When aiming
adjustment is nec- essary, contact your Toyota dealer. OMU Page â€”Front fog lights â€”Front
turn signal lights marker lights If either the left or right front fog light bulbs burns out, contact
your Toyota dealer. You may dam- age the vehicle. Otherwise, they may be damaged. Remove
the strap with a Phillips- head screwdriver. HAZ 15 A: Turn signal lights, emergen- tion system
cy flashers 2. CIG 15 A: Cigarette lighter Even if these requirements are met, the system may
not operate properly under certain conditions such as bad weather. Vehicle- to- vehicle distance
control has its limitations. Always remain aware of the distance from the vehicle ahead and
other vehicles. If necessary, depress the brake pedal to ensure sufficient distance. In this case,
the dynamic laser cruise control system will not function properly. Warning code Conditions
Master Warning When you release the accelerator pedal, follow- up cruising or fixed speed
cruising resumes. If there was no vehicle ahead, the vehicle will accelerate gradually to the
preset speed. At this time, depressing the accelerator pedal or pressing the control lever
upward and releasing it will accelerate quickly. Page Event Data Recorder Toyota recommends
you to read the
permatex windshield repair instructions
2003 buick rendezvous thermostat replacement
2010 chevy cobalt radio
provisions in Section " Engine speed 1- 3 carefully and refer to them as needed during your
time " You should know that Toyota does not warrant these prod- " WARNING: Engine exhaust,
some of its constitu- ucts and is not responsible for their performance, repair, or Page Spark
ignition system of your Tires and loading on your Toyota Toyota The spark ignition system in
your Toyota meets all require- Underinflated or overinflated tire pressure and the ments of the

Canadian Interference- Causing Equipment excess load may result in the deterioration of
steering ability and braking ability, leading to an Standard. Page Be sure to have the systems of
the SRS airbag and seat belt preten- sioner removed and disposed of by the qualified service
shop or by your Toyota dealer before you dispose of your vehicle. This manual is also suitable
for: sienna. Print page 1 Print document pages. Cancel Delete. Sign In OR. Don't have an
account? Sign up! Restore password. Upload from disk. Upload from URL.

